
The 10.5-inch iPad Pro® is immensely powerful, portable, and capable, 
while the A10X Fusion chip delivers more power than most PC laptops.1 
The redesigned Retina® display is more responsive and immersive 
with smoother scrolling and swiping. Combined with Apple Pencil,™ 
the Smart Keyboard,2 a 12MP camera, 7MP FaceTime® HD camera, up 
to 10 hours of battery life,3 Wi-Fi, LTE,4 Touch ID,® Apple Pay,® and iOS—
the most advanced mobile operating system—iPad Pro is designed 
for the world we live in today.

from  $649



iPad Pro
All models come in Silver, Gold or Space Gray.

iPad Pro with Wi-Fi + Cellular

All models come in Silver, Gold or Space Gray. Cellular 
data service on Wi-Fi + Cellular models (sold separately).

Key Features

• 10.5-inch Retina display

• A10X Fusion chip with 64-bit 
  desktop-class architecture

• Touch ID® fingerprint sensor

• 12MP camera with 4K HD video

• 7MP FaceTime® HD camera

• 802.11ac Wi-Fi with MIMO

• LTE support for 450 Mbps4

• Up to 10 hours of battery life3

• Four speaker audio

64GB   
$649

256GB   
$749

512GB   
$949

64GB   
$779

256GB   
$879

512GB   
$1,079

iPad Pro Smart Cover

The Smart Cover for the 10.5-inch iPad Pro
is constructed from a single piece of
polyurethane to protect the front of your
device. The Smart Cover automatically
wakes your iPad when opened and puts
it to sleep when closed. It folds into
different positions to create a stand for
reading, typing, or watching videos. And
it’s easy to remove, so you can snap it on
and off whenever you want.

$49

1 Display size is measured diagonally. 2 Apple Pencil and Smart Keyboard sold separately. 3 Battery life varies by use and configuration. See www.apple.com/batteries 
for more information. 4 Data plan required. LTE is available in select markets and through select carriers. Speeds are based on theoretical throughput and vary based 
on site conditions. For details on LTE support, contact your carrier and see www.apple.com/ipad/LTE. 5 For complete details, see terms at www.apple.com/legal/sales-

support/applecare/applecareplus. TM and © 2017 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

Protection for your iPad

AppleCare+ for iPad extends your repair
coverage and technical support to two 
years from the original purchase date of 
your iPad. And it adds coverage for up to 
two incidents of accidental damage from 
handling, each subject to a $49 service 
fee plus applicable tax.*

$99

www.megabytenwa.com


